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Abstract 
This paper addresses the issue of non-deterministic extensions of logic database languages. 
After providing a brief overview of the main proposals in the literature, we concentrate on the 
analysis of the dynamic choice construct from the point of view of the expressive power. We 
show how such construct is capable of expressing several interesting deterministic problems, 
such as computing the complement of a relation, and non-deterministic ones, such as comput- 
ing an ordering of a relation. We then prove that Datalog augmented with the dynamic hoice 
expresses exactly the non-deterministic ime-polynomial queries. We thus obtain a complete 
characterization f the expressiveness of the dynamic hoice, and conversely achieve a charac- 
terization of the class of non-deterministic me-polynomial queries (NDB-PTIME) by means 
of a simple, declarative, and efficiently implementable language. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
Two main classes of  logic database languages have been proposed in the litera- 
ture. One is the class of  FO database languages, based on the relational calculus, 
i.e. on the first-order logic interpretation of  the relational data model. The other 
one is the class of  Datalog languages, a subset of  the logic programming paradigm 
which supports and extends the basic mechanisms of  the relational data model. 
Indeed, both classes served as the basis of  several extensions, aimed at enhancing 
the expressive power of  the relational data model. For instance, the set of  queries ex- 
pressed by the relational algebra is strictly included in that of  thef ixpo int  queries (the 
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transitive closure is a fixpoint query which is inexpressible in the relational algebra), 
whereas it is well known that every fixpoint query can be expressed in FO extended 
with an inflationary fixpoint operator, or equivalently in Datalog extended with in- 
flationary negation. Unfortunately, the expressiveness achieved by this kind of deter- 
ministic extensions of logic database languages i not satisfactory - e.g., the parity 
query is not a fixpoint query [2]. As a matter of fact, no known deterministic logic 
language xpresses exactly the deterministic queries computable in polynomial time. 
From a pragmatical viewpoint, a clear need for non-determinism is also emerging 
from applications. The all-answers paradigm for query execution exacerbates the 
need for special constructs to deal with situations where the user is not interested 
in all the possible answers. This problem is exemplified by the following situation: 
a new student must be given one (and only one) advisor. If the application of various 
qualification crieteria fails to narrow the search to a single qualified professor, then 
an arbitrary choice from the eligible faculty will have to be made and recorded. An- 
other application of non-deterministic operators i in providing a logical basis for the 
notion of object identity, a crucial issue in the integration of deductive and object ori- 
ented databases [3]. Moreover, it has been pointed out in the literature that non-de- 
terministic operators provide an explicit means for controlling the computation. 
Several examples illustrating this point are given in this paper. Explicit control mech- 
anisms are often essential in real applications, in order to achieve fficient implemen- 
tations. We refer to [4] for a comprehensive discussion on programming with non- 
determinism in deductive databases. 
Several authors pointed out that a tight connection exists between on- determin- 
ism and ordered databases, from the point of view of the expressive power [5,6]. A 
fundamental result obtained independently b Immerman [7] and Vardi [8] is that the 
fixpoint queries over ordered atabases coincide with the deterministic time-polyno- 
mial queries. On the other hand, certain non-deterministic query languages allow to 
obtain an (arbitrary) ordering of the database: it is therefore not surprising that such 
languages compute all deterministic time-polynomial queries, besides certain non-de- 
terministic queries. 
These are the motivations underlying the introduction of non-deterministic mech- 
anisms logic database languages. A first batch of proposals is due to Abiteboul and 
Vianu [6,9-11], based on a non-deterministic witness construct for the fixpoint exten- 
sions of FO, and a non-deterministic operational semantics for Datalog-~, giving rise 
to the class of N_Datalog languages. The expressive power of these classes of propos- 
als has been thoroughly studied by the same authors, who show how certain non-de- 
terministic languages compute xactly the non-deterministic ime-polynomial queries 
(NDB-PTIME) and the non-deterministic space-polynomial queries (NDB- 
PSPACE). These languages are described in operational terms, without a declarative 
semantics. Moreover, the proposals based on the witness construct are hardly ame- 
nable to efficient implementations, and therefore they do not suggest any construct 
which may be adopted in real database languages. This is however not the case for 
the N_Datalog languages, which basically correspond to the so-called production 
systems. 
An alternative stream of proposals was started by Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [12], 
and later refined in [13,14]. These proposals are based on a non-deterministic choice 
construct for Datalog, which, in all cases, was designed on the basis of a declarative 
semantics choice models in [12], and stable models in [13,14]. Moreover, the choice 
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construct can be efficiently implemented, and it is actually adopted in the logic da- 
tabase language (LDL) [23,24]. On the other hand, an expressiveness characteriza- 
tion for these proposals is lacking, which allows to compare the choice construct 
with the other proposals. 
Fig. 1 highlights the taxonomy of non-deterministic logic languages. The dashed 
boxes indicate the mentioned two classes of proposals. 
This work is aimed at bridging the existing ap between the two classes of propos- 
als, by presenting an expressiveness characterization f Datalog augmented with one 
of the choice mechanisms, namely the dynamic hoice construct introduced in [14]. 
This study is conducted both pragmatically, on the basis of examples, and formally, 
on the basis of known expressiveness results. In particular, we show how the dynam- 
ic choice construct is a powerful means for controlling the fixpont computation, in 
order to express relevant problems uch as computing the complement ofa relation, 
or computing an arbitrary ordering of a relation. 
Finally, in the main result of this paper, we show that Datalog with dynamic 
choice expresses exactly the non-deterministic time-polynomial queries, a complexity 
class known as NDB-PTIME. The result is achieved by showing how the dynamic 
choice allows us to express the control needed to execute N_Datalog-~ programs over 
ordered omains - a language which is known to capture NDB-PTIME. The rele- 
vance of this result is clear: Datalog with the dynamic hoice has the same (high) ex- 
pressiveness of more complex languages. In fact, the languages used by Abiteboul 
and Vianu to capture NDB-PTIME use a combination of full FO logic (including 
negation) with fixpoint and non-determinism. Onthe contrary, Datalog with dynam- 
ic choice employs a negation-free fragment of the logic, and a combination of fix- 
point and non-determinism. 
We found it interesting that a rather simple language, quipped with a declarative 
interpretation, is capable of expressing all NDB-PTIME queries and, therefore, all 
deterministic ones. Such combined simplicity and expressiveness justifies the adop- 
tion of the language studied in this paper as the kernel of a realistic logic database 
language such as LDL. 
It is worth noting that the result described in this paper has been already quoted 
on the book by Abiteboul et al. [15], where it forms material for Exercise 17.34. Also, 
it is the basis of the paper by Cheng and Zeng [16], where another language which 
captures NDB-PTIME is presented, based on a well-founded semantics for the 
choice construct. 
Logic Database Languages 
Datalog FO 
I Datalog+choice I I N_Datalog FO+Witness I 
L .J L _1 
Fig. 1. Non-deterministic logic database languages. 
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The plan of the paper follows. In Section 2 a survey of the main proposals of non- 
deterministic extensions of logic database languages i  provided. Particular emphasis 
is placed on Datalog extended with the dynamic hoice construct. Sections 3 and 4 
show how to compute negation and ordering using the dynamic hoice. Section 5 is 
devoted to illustrating the emulation of N_Datalog-~, a language which embodies a
form of non-determinism typical of rule-based systems. Section 6 presents the main 
result, namely that Datalog with dynamic hoice captures the complexity class NDB- 
PTIME; we then draw some conclusions, and briefly illustrate future research direc- 
tions. 
1.1. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the relational data model and associ- 
ated algebra, the relational calculus (i.e. thefirst-order queries, denoted FO), and Da- 
talog [15,17-20]. In the extended language Datalog-~ the use of negation in the 
bodies of clauses (or rules) is also allowed; in another extension of Datalog, 
N_Datalog(-~), we shall also admit the presence of multiple atoms in the heads of 
clauses. Datalog(-~) (and N_Datalog(-~)) rules obey the safety constraint, i.e. each 
variable occurring in the head of a clause also occurs in a positive literal in the body. 
The operational semantics of Datalog, in the usual deterministic case, consists of 
evaluating "in parallel" all applicable instantiations of the rules. This is formalized 
using the consequences operator Tp associated to a Datalog program P, which is a 
monotonic map over (Herbrand) interpretations defined as follows: 
Tp(I) = {A [A +--- B1, . . . ,B,  C ground(P) and/~ Bl A.-. AB,}. 
The least model Me of program P can then be computed as the limit (union) of the 
finite powers of Tp starting from an interpretation I, denoted Tp T o~(I) [21]: 
Tp t 0(I) = I, 
TpT( i+l) ( I )=Tp(Tpyi( I ) )  fo r />0,  
Tp T oJ(I) = U Vp T i(I). 
i>~o 
The notation Tp T co is used as an abbreviation of Tp Y co(0). 
In the case of Datalog-~, this simple operational semantics an be slightly modified 
to realize to the so-called inflationary negation: the required change is to accumulate 
the powers of Tp as follows: 
TpT( i+ l )=TpT iUTp(Tpy i )  for i > 0. 
This fixpoint procedure is therefore monotonic only w.r.t, the positive knowledge, 
and computes, in general, non-minimal models. 
The fixpoint (iterative) extensions of FO consist of augmenting the relational cal- 
culus with fixpoint operators, which provide recursion. The inflationary fixpoint op- 
erator (IFP) is defined as follows. Let • be a FO formula where the n-ary relation 
symbol S occurs. Then IFP(H, S) denotes an n-ary relation, whose extension is the 
limit of the sequence J0,... , Jk,... ,  defined as follows (given a database xtension, 
or instance, I): 
• Jo = I(S), where I(S) denotes the extension of S in I, and 
• Jk+l = Jk tA ~(I[Jk/S]), for k > 0, where ¢b(l[Jk/S]) denotes the evaluation of the 
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query • on I where S is assigned to Jk. 
Notice that IFP converges in polynomial time on all input databases. A partial fix- 
point operator (PFP) can also be defined, which gives raise to possibly infinite com- 
putations: PFP is not considered in this paper. The first-order logic augmented with 
IFP is called inflationary fixpoint logic and is denoted by FO + IFP. The queries 
computed by FO + IFP are the so-calledfixpoint queries, for which various equiva- 
lent definitions exist in the literature [2,22]. 
Close connections exist between the fixpoint FO extensions and the Datalog ex- 
tensions [6]: Datalog~ expresses exactly the fixpoint queries, i.e. it is equivalent to 
FO + IFP. This implies that Datalog~ is strictly more expressive than Datalog with 
stratified negation, as the latter is known to be strictly included in FO + IFP. 
Finally, the complexity measures are functions of the size of the input database. 
For Turing Machine complexity class C there is a corresponding complexity class 
of (non-deterministic) queries (N)DB-C. In particular, the class of (non-determinis- 
tic) database queries that can be computed by a (non-deterministic) Turing Machine 
in polynomial time is denoted by (N)DB-PTIME. No known deterministic language 
expresses all and only the queries in DB-PTIME. 
2. Non-deterministic logic database languages 
In this section, several mechanisms for dealing with non-determinism in logic da- 
tabase languages are briefly surveyed. In particular, we present a non-deterministic 
construct for the fixpoint extensions of FO, a non-deterministic operational seman- 
tics for Datalog-~ (~ la production systems), and a non-deterministic mechanism for 
pure Datalog. The first two classes of proposals are due to Abiteboul and Vianu 
[6,11], whereas the third class of proposals is due to Krishnamurthy and Naqvi 
[12] and Giannotti et al. [13,14]. 
2.1. The witness operator 
A non-deterministic extension of FO is achieved by introducing the so- called wit- 
ness operator [6,11]. Informally, given a formula (query) ~(X), the witness operator 
Wx applied to O(X) chooses an arbitrary X that makes • true. The extension of the 
inflationary fixpoint logic FO + IFP with the witness operator is denoted by 
FO + IFP + W. 
Let us define more precisely the semantics of W. Notice that, in presence of non- 
determinism, we have a set of possible interpretations for a given formula in 
FO + IFP + W, or equivalently, a set of possible sets of answers to a given query. 
Consider a formula Wx(O(X, Y)), where Y is the vector of variables other than X that 
occur free in O. Then I is an interpretation of Wx(~(X, Y)) iff, for some interpretat- 
ion J of ~(X, Y) such that I C J: 
• for each Y such that (X, Y) E J for some X, there is a unique Xy such that 
(Xy, Y) e l .  
Intuitively, one " witness" Xr is arbitrarily chosen for each Y satisfying ~X- ¢(X, Y). 
Alternatively, the meaning of W can be also described in terms of functional depen- 
dencies: the interpretation I is a maximal subset of J satisfying the functional depen- 
dency Y -~ X. 
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Example 2.1. Consider a binary relation E such that E(P, S) represents the fact that 
professor P is an eligible advisor of student S. Then the formula Wp(E(P, S)) realizes 
the non-deterministic query which assigns exactly one advisor to each student. 
It should be noted that the witness operator is added to FO independently from 
the fixpoint operator. Accordingly, the fixpoint computation and the non-determin- 
istic choices do not interfere, in the sense the non-deterministic choices of the wit- 
nesses are performed w.r.t, the current fixpoint approximation, without memory 
of the choices that were previously operated. In other words, the witness operator 
performs choices locally to a given step of the fixpoint computation. 
Form the viewpoint of the expressive power, the relevance of FO + IFP + W is 
due to the following result of Abiteboul and Vianu [11]. 
Theorem 2.1. A query is in NDB-PTIME tff it is expressed in FO + IFP + W. 
An analogous result of the same authors hows that FO + PFP + W, i.e. FO aug- 
mented with the partial fixpoint and the witness operators, expresses exactly the que- 
ries in NDB-PSPACE. 
2.2. N_Datalog 
A natural form of non-determinism for Datalog programs is obtained by relaxing 
the constraint that, at each step of the fixpoint computation, all applicable rules are 
executed. Thus, a non-deterministic operational semantics is obtained by firing, at 
each step, one (instance of an) applicable rule, based on a non-deterministic choice. 
This policy directly mirrors the behavior of rule-based (or production) systems, such 
as OPS5 or KEE. Notice that such an execution policy yields the same results as the 
usual Datalog fixpoint computation i absence of negation, as, in pure Datalog, an 
applicable rule remains applicable as new facts are inferred. 
Abeiteboul and Vianu [11] proposed to adopt the mentioned non-deterministic 
operational semantics for N_Datalog~, an extension of pure Datalog which allows 
the use of negation in clause bodies, and multiple atoms in clause heads. Thus, an 
N_Datalog program is a finite set of rules of the form 
A1, . . . ,A~-L I , . . . , Lm (k ~> 1,m ~>0), 
where each Aj is an atom and each Li is a literal, i.e. an atom or its negation. 
To define the non-deterministic operational semantics, the notion of immediate 
successor of an interpretation (i.e. a set of facts) I w.r.t, a rule r is introduced. Let 
r '=A i , . . . ,Ak+-L l , . . . , Lm 
be a ground instance of an N_Datalog~ rule r such that all literals L I , . . . ,  Lm in the 
body of r' are true in I. Then the interpretation J = I U {A1, • •., Ak } is called an im- 
mediate successor of I using r. We then define a computation of an N_Datalog~ pro- 
gram P starting from an initial interpretation I0 as a sequence I0, . . . , I , , , . . .  of 
interpretations such that, for k >~ 0, Ik+l is an immediate successor of I~ using some 
rule from P. A model of P is the last interpretation of a maximal computation. 
It is worth observing that such an operational semantics i inflationary, and thus 
computations are always finite (and, again, convergent in polynomial time). 
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Example 2.2. The following Datalog-~ program takes as input a binary relation G 
representing an undirected graph g, and computes (into the relation DG) an arbitrary 
orientation of g: 
DG(X, Y) ~-- G(X, Y), G(Y,X),  ~DG(Y,X).  
From the viewpoint of the expressive power, N Datalog~ is strictly included in 
NDB-PTIME. In fact, it is possible to show that such a language cannot express 
the query P - lq (Q), where P is a unary relation and Q a binary one. Thus, it is need- 
ed to extend N_Datalog-~ in order to capture all the queries in NDB-PTIME. Two 
possible approaches of remedying this problem are the following. One is allowing 
universal quantification i  clause bodies: the resulting language is denoted N_Data- 
loggY. The second is violating the data independence principle, and allowing the use 
of ordered databases. In both cases we obtain languages that capture NDB-PTIME, 
and that are therefore quivalent to FO + IFP + W. This result is due to Abiteboul 
and Vianu [6]. 
Theorem 2.2. A query is in NDB-PTIME /ff it is expressed in N_Datalog~V or, 
equivalently, in N_Datalog-~ over ordered databases. 
An analogous result of the same authors is that N_Datalog-~,, i.e. N_Datalog-~ 
augmented with negation in rule heads (interpreted as deletion of facts), expresses 
exactly the queries in NDB-PSPACE. 
2.3. The family of choice operators 
Another approach to non-determinism in logic database languages was started by 
Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [12], and later refined by Saccfi and Zaniolo [13] and Gi- 
annotti [14]. The proposals described in this section are based on a non-deterministic 
choice construct for Datalog, which, in all cases, was designed on the basis of a de- 
clarative semantics - choice models in [12], and stable models in [13,14]. Moreover, 
the choice construct can be efficiently implemented, and it is actually adopted in 
the logic database language ~Z [23,24]. On the other hand, an expressiveness 
characterization for these proposals is lacking, which allows to compare the choice 
construct with the previously discussed proposals. The rest of this section surveys 
the original proposal and two refinements, which improve from several viewpoints. 
2.3.1. Static choice 
The choice construct was first proposed by Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [12]. Ac- 
cording to their proposal, special goals, of the form ehoice((X), (Y)), are allowed 
in Datalog rules to denote the functional dependency (FD) X ~ Y. The meaning 
of such programs is defined by its choice models, as discussed next. 
Example 2.3. Consider the following Datalog program with choice. 
a_st(St, Crs ) *-- takes (St, Crs ) , choice( Crs ) , (St)). 
takes(an@, eng l ) . 
takes(ann, math). 
takes(mark, eng l ). 
takes(mark, math). 
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The choice goal in the first rule specifies that the a_st predicate symbol must as- 
sociate xactly one student o each course. Thus the functional dependency Crs ~ St 
holds in the (choice model defining the) answer. Thus the above program has the fol- 
lowing four choice models: 




{a~t(mark, engl), a_st(mark, math))UX,  
{a~t(mark, engl), a_st(ann, math))UX,  
{a~t(andy, engl), a-st(mark, math))UX,  
where X is the set of takes facts. 
A choice predicate is an atom of the form choice( X), (Y)), where X and Y are lists 
of variables (note that X can be empty). A rule having one or more choice predicates 
as goals is a choice rule, while a rule without choice predicates i called a positive 
rule. Finally, a choice program is a program consisting of positive rules and choice 
rules. 
The set of the choice models of a choice models of a choice program formally de- 
fines its meaning. The main operation involved in the definition of a choice model is 
illustrated by the previous example. Basically, any choice model MI, . . . ,M4 can be 
constructed by first removing the choice goal from the rule and computing the result- 
ing a_st facts. Then the basic operation of enforcing the FD constraints i perform- 
ed, by selecting a maximal subset of the previous a_st facts that satisfies the FD 
Crs ~ St (there are four such subsets). 
For the sake of simplicity, assume that P contain only one choice rule r, as follows: 
r: A ~-- B(Z), choice((X), (Y)), 
where B(Z) denotes the conjunction of all the non-choice goals of r, and Z is the vec- 
tor of variables occurring in the body r (hence Z 2 X U Y.) The positive version of P, 
denoted by PV(P), is the positive program obtained from P by eliminating all choice 
goals. Let Mp be the least model of the positive program PV(P), and consider the set 
Cp defined as follows: 
Cp = {choice( (x), (y)) IMP ~ B(z)}. 
Consider next a maximal subset C~, of Cp satisfying the FD X ~ Y. With this prep- 
aration, a choice model of P is defined as the least model of the program P U C~. 
Thus, computing with the static choice entails three stages of a bottom-up roce- 
dure. In the first stage, the saturation of PV(P) is computed, ignoring choice goals. 
In the second stage, an extension of the choice predicates i computed by non-deter- 
ministically selecting a maximal subset of the corresponding query which satisfies the 
given FD. Finally, a new saturation is performed using the original program P to- 
gether with the selected choice atoms, in order to propagate the effects of the oper- 
ated choice. 
An interesting application of static choice is in the logical reconstruction of the 
notion of object identify of object-oriented database languages [3]. Suppose we want 
to associate to each instance of a relation P a unique object identifier from a domain 
ID of identifiers. According to the described operational semantics of choice, the fol- 
lowing choice rule performs this task: 
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OID_P(X, Y) ~-- P(X), ID( Y), choice( X), ( r) ), choice( Y), (X) ). 
Notice that it is crucial that the two FD X ~ Y and Y ~ X are maximized simulta- 
neously. For this reason, such a specification cannot be achieved using the witness 
operator, which maximizes only one FD at a time. 
The qualification static for this choice operator stems from the observation that 
the choice is operated once and for all, after a preliminary fixpoint computation. Be- 
cause of its static nature, this form of choice cannot be safely used within recursive 
rules. As observed in [14], the choice models semantics fails when mixed with recur- 
sion, in the sense that the delivered results do not comply with any declarative read- 
ing. Moreover, the procedure for computing choice models is extremely inefficient as 
operating the choices only after a general saturation phase is wasteful - a more effi- 
cient procedure should instead operate choices as soon as possible, in order to reduce 
the amount of work for future saturations. Finally, due to the impossibility of being 
adopted within recursion, the static choice has a limited expressive power. To remedy 
these drawbacks, some refinements of the static choice have been proposed, which 
are discussed next. 
2.3.2. Model-theoretical choice 
An alternative definition of a declarative semantics for the choice construct was 
proposed by Sacc/t and Zaniolo [13]. According to this proposal, programs with 
choice are transformed into programs with negation which exhibit a multiplicity 
of stable models. 3 Each stable model corresponds to an alternative set of answers 
for the original program. Following [13], therefore, given a choice program P, we in- 
troduce the stable version of P, denoted by SV(P), defined as the program with ne- 
gation obtained from P by the following two transformation steps: 
1. Consider a choice rule of P, say 
r:A ~-- B(Z), choiee((X), (r)),  
where B(Z) denotes the conjunction of all the non-choice goals of r, and Z is the vec- 
tor of variables occurring in the body of r, and replace the body of r with the atom 
chosen(Z), 
r':A ~-- chosen(Z). 
2. Add the new rule 
chosen(Z) +--- B(Z), ~diffChoice(Z). 
3. Add the new rule 
diffChoice(Z) +--- chosen(Z'), Y # Y', 
where Z' is a list of variables obtained from Z by replacing variable Y by the fresh 
variable Y'. 
The transformation directly generalizes to FD involving vectors of variables, and 
to multiple choice goals. When the given program P is such that none of its choice 
rules is recursive, then P and its stable version are semantically equivalent in the 
3 Stable models emantics is a concept originating from autoepistemic logic, which was applied to the 
study of negation i Horn clause languages by Gelfond and Lifschitz [25]. 
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sense that the set of choice models of P coincides with the set of stable models of 
SV(P) on common predicate symbols [13]. 
Example 2.4. The following is the stable version of Example 2.3. 
a~t(St, Crs) ~-- chosen( Crs, St). 
chosen( Crs, St ) ~-- takes(St, Crs ), ~di ffChoice( Crs, St ). 
diffChoice(Crs, St) ~-- chosen(Crs, St), St ¢ St. 
takes ( andy ,eng l ) . 
takes(ann, math). 
takes(mark, eng l). 
takes(mark, math). 
This programs admits four distinct stable models, corresponding to the four choice 
models of Example 2.3. 
It should be remarked that, in choice programs, negation is only used to assign a 
declarative semantics to the choice construct. In other words, choice programs are 
positive Datalog programs augmented with choice goals. 
This new characterization f choice overcomes the cited deficiencies of static 
choice of Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [12]. Indeed, the new formulation correctly sup- 
ports the use of choice within recursive rules, avoiding the semantical nomalies of 
the static choice [14]. Moreover, it can be efficiently implemented by a straightfor- 
ward fixpoint procedure which allows to interleave non-deterministic choices and or- 
dinary rule applications in the bottom-up computation (the so-called stable 
backtracking fixpoint [13]). Nevertheless, the expressiveness of this form of choice 
can be considerably enhanced by adopting a particular instance of the cited fixpoint 
procedure. 
2.3.3. Dynamic choice 
We now introduce a particular operational semantics for the choice construct, fol- 
lowing the presentation f Giannotti et al. [14]. This operational semantics i an in- 
stance of the general bottom-up rocedure of Saccfi and Zaniolo [13] for computing 
stable models, and is obtained by adopting a particular policy of interleaving non- 
deterministic choices and the ordinary fixpoint computation. The resulting proce- 
dure is referred to as DCF for dynamic choice fixpoint, and the associated form of 
choice construct is referred to as dynamic choice. 
The DCF procedure, and thus the dynamic hoice construct, reflects the institu- 
tion that choices hould be operated as soon as possible during the fixpoint compu- 
tation. This design principle has two relevant consequences. First, a higher degree of 
efficiency is achieved, as early choices have the effect of reducing the number of in- 
ferred facts at the intermediate stages of the fixpoint computation, and possibly of 
anticipating its termination. Second, a higher degree of expressiveness is achieved: 
the next sections of this paper are devoted to this point. For instance, we will show 
how the dynamic hoice construct is expressive nough to capture various forms of 
negation for Datalog. It is worth noting that we do not prove in this paper that dy- 
namic choice is strictly more expressive than model-theoretical hoice. However, we 
anticipate that this result can be easily established by showing that model-theoretical 
choice computes only monotonic queries, and therefore cannot express negation. 
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Informally, the DCF procedure behaves as follows. Given a choice program P and 
its stable version SV(P), call C the set of chosen rules in SV(P), D the set of diffChoice 
rules in SV(P), and O the set of the remaining (original) rules in SV(P). Then, the 
DCF procedure operates as follows. 
1. Find the fixpoint of the O part. 
2. While there exists an enabled ground instance r of a chosen rule in C, repeat: (a) 
execute r; (b) execute all rules in D enabled by r. 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until no rule is enabled. 
Notice that we used the term "execute" to mean the ordinary bottom-up compu- 
tation mechanism of asserting the head of a rule whenever its body is true. The idea 
underlying the DCF procedure can be explained as follows. There are two modes of 
operation: a saturation mode and a choice mode. In the saturation mode, the conse- 
quences of the original rules are computed by an ordinary fixpoint mechanism. 
When nothing more can be deduced, the procedure switches to the choice mode. 
In the choice mode, a chosen rule together with the associate diffChoice rules are ex- 
ecuted, until no more choices can be made. Then the procedure switches to the sat- 
uration mode again, and the process continues until a fixpoint is reached. Notice that 
the execution the diffehoice rules shrinks the set of enabled choice rules. 
In other words, when DCF is in the choice mode, all the choices that are compat- 
ible with the functional dependency are operated, before DCF switches to the satu- 
ration mode again. 
The DCF procedure is correct w.r.t, the stable model semantics, in the sense that 
the result of DCF is a stable model of the program SV(P). However, DCF cannot 
compute an arbitrary stable model, but only some preferred ones, due to the partic- 
ular policy for operating choices. Therefore, dynamic hoice is sound, although not 
complete, w.r.t, stable model semantics [14]. From now on, we shall use the term 
choice model (of a choice program) to denote one of the possible outcomes of the 
DCF procedure, since we restrict our attention to the dynamic choice construct. 
2.3.4. A fixpoint characterization of dynamic hoice 
An alternative, more declarative definition of the DCF procedure can be given in 
terms of a non-deterministic immediate consequence operator grip associated to a 
choice program P. This will provide the basis of a fixpoint semantics for the dynamic 
choice, which will be convenient when discussing the expressive power of the dynam- 
ic choice in the next sections. 
To this purpose, we adopt the transformation of a choice program P, defined by 
Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [12], which replaces the choice goals from the rules with 
new predicate symbols. A choice rule R from P: 
R: H ~--- B,C, 
where C are the choice goals and B the other goals, is transformed into the two rules: 
H ~-- B, chosenR(Y), chosenR(Y) +- B, 
where Y are the variables occurring in C. We denote by Pchoice the set of rules of the 
transformed program whose heads are chosenR relations, and Poriginal the remaining 
rules of the transformed program. From now on, we deliberately use the term choice 
program to denote both a choice program and its transformed version, the different 
role being clear from the context. Also, when we refer to an interpretation of a choice 
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program, we actually mean an interpretation of its transformed version, containing 
the chosenR atoms. Given a choice program P and an interpretation I, we write 
I ~ FDp if, for any choice rule R of P, the set of chosenR atoms of I satisfies the 
FD constraint specified by rule R. 
Definition 2.1. Given a choice program P, its non-deterministic immediate conse- 
quence operator °de is a map from interpretations to sets of interpretations defined 
as follows: 
°de(I) = {Mr U II I Mz = Tp,,r~g~n,~ T co(I), and. 
is a maximal subset of Teoho~¢0 (MI) such that I1 U I ~ FDp}. Ii 
Intuitively, the ~p operator formalizes the mapping associated to an iteration of 
the outer loop of the DCF procedure. Observe that, for any interpretation I: 
I ~ FDp iff Tp(I) 7 ~ 0, (2.1) 
I ~ FDp implies J ~ FDp for J  E qJp(I). (2.2) 
It is legitimate to ask ourselves whether °de is a monotonic operator, in the sense that 
if/C_ J then for all I' ~ Tp(I) there exists J '  E Ude(J) such that I' c_ J'. The answer to 
this question is no: it suffices to consider I, J such that I c_ J, I ~ FDp and J ~ FDp, 
and observe that, by Eq. (2.1), Tp(J) is empty and Tp(I) is not. However, we show 
next that the above form of monotonicity holds when considering only interpretat- 
ions which satisfy FDp. This result will provide the basis for a fixpoint procedure 
adopting the Tp operator. 
Next, we define the powers of the ~p operator starting from the empty interpr- 
etation, as follows: 
% T 0 = {0}, 
vp T (, + l) -- U 
ICTpln 
~e T o = U ~p T n. 
n>~O 
The following proposition points out the relevant properties of the powers of the ~p 
operator. 
Proposition 2.1. Let P be a choice program. Then, for all n >1 O: 
• for any lETpTn,  I~FDp,"  
• for any I E Tp T n, there exists J c ~p T (n + 1) such that I c J. 
Proof. The first property follows from Eq. (2.2) and the fact that 0 ~ FDp. To prove 
the second property, we show the following one, which, together with Eq. (2.1), 
implies the thesis. For all interpretations I, J: 
I E ~p T n, J c ~e(I) implies I _c J. 
The proof is by induction on n. In the case n = 0 the proof is trivial. In the induction 
case, the induction hypothesis i the following, for all interpretations I, J: 
I C ~p ]" (n -- 1), J E Wp(I) implies/C_ J. 
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Our aim is to prove, for any interpretation K:
K E tpp(j) implies J C_ K. 
By Definition 2.1, J = M1 t311, where Ml = TPort,,a ~T 09(I), and 11 c_ TPcho,~(Ml). 
Again, by Definition 2.1, K=MjUJ1 ,  where Mj= TPor~g~n,~ T09(J), and 
J1 C rP~hoi~ (Mj). 
By the induction hypothesis, we have I c_ J, which implies Tpo,g~n.~ T o9(1)c_ 
TPoriginal 1" 09(J) by the monotonicity of Teongma~- Hence, we obtain: 
M, C_ Mj. (2.3) 
Moreover, from Eq. (2.3) and the monotonicity of TP¢ho~ce we obtain: 
Te~hot~,(M~) c_ Techo~,.~(Mj). (2.4) 
By Definition 2.1, 11 and Jl are maximal subsets of Techo~° (MI) and TP~o~oo (Mj), respec- 
tively, which satisfy the FD's. Hence, we obtain: 
I1 c J1 (2.5) 
from Eq. (2.4). Finally, we obtain the thesis from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). 
The above proposition ensures us that tpp T 09 is the limit of the powers of q~p, and 
justifies the fact that the dynamic hoice fixpoint is inflationary. 
Finally, the following result relates the limit of the Up operator with the output of 
the DCF procedure. The proof is lengthy and uninteresting, and therefore omitted. 
Proposition 2.2. Let P be a choice program. Then M is a choice model of P (ff 
M E TpI09. 
The main interest for the dynamic hoice construct lies in the fact that it is highly 
expressive - it allows to compute fficiently some relevant queries, such as negation, 
and ordering. These and other issues related to the expressive power of the dynamic 
choice are addressed in the rest of this paper. 
3. Computing negation with the choice operator 
We recall here an example taken from [14]: the realization of a form of negation, 
which can be used to model stratified and inflationary negation for Datalog. The fol- 
lowing choice program defines relation NOT_P as the complement of a relation P 
with respect o a universal relation U. We assume here that both P and U are exten- 
sional relations, although this constraint will be soon relaxed. 
Definition 3.1. The choice program NOT[P, U] consists of the following rules: 
RI: NOT_P(X) ~-- COMP_P(X, 1). 
R2: COMP_P(X,I) +- TAG_P(X,I), choice((X), (I)). 
R3: TAG_P(nil, O). 
R4: TAG_P(X, O) +- P(X). 
Rs: TAG_P(X, l) +- U(X),COMP_P(-,O). 
where nil is a new constant, which does not occur in the EDB. 
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According to the specified operational semantics of the dynamic hoice, we obtain 
a set of answers where COMP_P(x, 1) holds if and only ifx is not in the extension of 
P. This behavior is due to the fact that the extension of COMP_P is taken as a subset 
of the relation TAG_P which obeys the FD(X ~ I), and that the dynamic hoice op- 
erates early choices which binds to 0 all the elements in the extension of P. This im- 
plies that all the elements which do not belong to P will be chosen in the next 
saturation step, and hence bound to 1. The fact rule TAG_P(nil, 0) is needed to cope 
with the case that relation P is empty. 
More precisely, the first saturation phase derives the facts TAG_P(nil, O) and 
TAG_P(x, 0), for x in the extension of relation P. In the following choice phase the 
facts chosen(x, 0) are chosen, again for x in the extension of P, as all possible choices 
are operated. In the second saturation phase the facts COMP_P(x, 0) are inferred for 
x in the extension of P, and the facts TAG_P(x, I i for all x in U. In the following 
choice phase the facts chosen(x, 1) are chosen in a maximal way to satisfy the FD, 
i.e. for x not in the extension of P, as all x in P have been chosen with tag 0 already. 
In the third saturation step the extension of NOT_P becomes the complement of P 
with respect o U. 
The following result states the correctness of the program of Definition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.1. Let P and U be n-ary EDB relations. Then program NOT[P, U] has a 
unique choice model MNOr, and MNOT ~ NOT_P(x) i f f  ~ U(x) A -,P(x). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove, for any choice model MNOT: 
MNOT b NOT_P(x) iff ~ U(x) A =P(x) 
since this implies the uniqueness of MNor. 
If part. We calculate: 
b U(x) A -~P(x) 





~: TAG_P(x,O) AMNoT ~ TAG_P(x, 1) 
By rule: R2 of Definition 3.1 } 
COMP_P(x, 1). 
By rule: R1 of Definition 3.1 } 
NOT_P(x, 1). 
Only-if part. If MNOT ~ NOT_P(x), we have that MNov ~ chosenR2(x, 1), since the 
rules R~ and R2 are needed to derive NOT_P@). Assume, by contradiction, that 
P(x). This implies that MNov ~ chosenR2(x, 0)  since rule R4 derives TAG_P(x, 0). 
Thus, MNov ~ chosenR2 (x, O) A chosenR2 (x, 1), which violates the FD's. [] 
Essentially, this example shows how the dynamic hoice offers a flexible mecha- 
nism for handling the control needed to emulate the difference between two relations. 
It is shown in [26] that the above program can be refined in order to realize more 
powerful forms of negation, such as stratified and inflationary negation. This goal 
is achieved by suitably emulating the extra control needed to handle program strata 
and fixpoint approximations, respectively. 
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4. Ordering with the choice o~rator 
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It has been pointed out in the literature that a tight connection exists between 
non-determinism and ordered databases [5,6]. On one hand, consider the case that 
a query Q relies on the ordering in which elements are stored in the database: when 
abstracted at the conceptual level, where physical details are unrelevant, Q exhibits a 
non-deterministic behavior. On the other hand, it is often possible to emulate order- 
ing using non-deterministic mechanisms. 
The following choice program ORD[U] exploits the dynamic hoice to compute an 
arbitrary ordering of the elements of an EDB relation U. 
Definition 4.1. The choice program ORD[U] consists of the following rules: 
RI: SUCC(min, Y) +-- U(Y), choice((), (Y)). 
Re: SUCC(X, Y) +--- SUCC(-,X), U(Y),SUCC(min,Z), X ~ Y. 
Y ~ Z, choice((X), (Y)), choice((Y), (X)). 
where rain is a new constant, which does not occur in the EDB. 
According to the specified operational semantics of the dynamic hoice, we obtain 
a set of answers where the extension of relation SUCC is a total, strict ordering over 
the input relation U. The first clause of program ORD[U] starts the computation, by 
selecting an arbitrary element from U as the successor of min, i.e., as the actual min- 
imum element of U. The second clause selects from U the successor y of an element x 
which has been already placed in order. The constraints in the body of the second 
clause enforce acyclity. In particular: 
• X ¢ Y prevents immediate cycles (e.g., SUCC(a, a)); 
• Y ¢ Z presents cycles with minimum element Z; 
• the choice goals establish the bijection X ~ Y which prevents the other possible 
cycles; also, Y is uniquely determined by X. 
The correctness of the program of Definition 4.1 is stated by the following Prop- 
osition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let U be an EDB relation. Then, & any choice model MOR D Of 
program ORD[U], the (transitive closure of the) relation SUCC is an irreflexive total 
ordering over U. 
Proof. We prove equivalently that given the restriction M of any choice model to the 
SUCC facts, we have: 
M = {SUCC(min,yl), SUCC(yl ,y2),-. . ,  SUCCCvk l,Yk)}, 
where {Yl,.. • ,Y2} are the tuples in the extension of the relation U. 
The thesis is directly implied by the fact that, for i ~> 2, Mi E WORD T i iff 
Mi = {U(yl) , . . . ,  U(yk ) } 1.3 {chosenR, (Yl)} 
U {SUCC(min,yl), SUCC(yl, y2),..., SUCC(y,_2,yi 1 )} 
L) {chosenR: (Yl, Yz), - - •, chosenR: (Yi-2, Yi ,, chosene2 (Yi-1, Yi)}. 
In fact, we have M = Mk. The proof of the above assertion proceeds by induction 
on i. 
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Base case. For i = 2, it is readily checked that: 
M2 = {U(yl ) , . . . ,  U(yk)} U {chosenR, (Yl)} U {SUCC(min,y,)} 
U {chosenR2 (Yl ,Y2)}- 
Induction case. Observe that, for i > 2, we can define: 
mi+l = mi U {SUCC(yi_l ,Yi), chosenR2 (Yi,Yi+x) }- 
To prove this property, it suffices to show that only one fact chosenR~_ (Yi,Yi+~) can be 
added to Mi, and that Yi+l is different from all previous choices y~,.., yi. This is a con- 
sequence of the following observations: 
• the constraint X ¢ Y in R2 implies that y~+l ¢ y~; 
• the constraint X :/: Z in R2 implies that y~+l :~ y~; 
• the FD Y ~ X in R2 and the induction hypothesis imply that y~ does not occur as a 
first argument in a SUCC fact of Mi; 
• the FD X ~ Y in R2 and the induction hypothesis imply that yi+l does not occur 
as a second argument in a SUCC fact of M~. [] 
This application brings further evidence to the effectiveness of the dynamic hoice as 
a control mechanism. It also suggests that the dynamic hoice is highly expressive, as 
languages over ordered domains are known to be strictly more expressive than lan- 
guages over unordered omains [5]. Indeed, the fact that dynamic hoice can express 
ordering is essential in the proof of the main result of this paper. 
5. Emulating N_Datalog with the choice operator 
The aim of this section is to present a general transformation algorithm which al- 
lows to emulate the control needed to handle the non deterministic semantics of 
N_Datalog-~. Ordering over a relation (UNIV) of a suitable cardinality is exploited 
to emulate the level of the fixpoint iteration of the N_Datalog-~ computation. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a N_Datalog~ program. Let 6 be the finite set of distinct 
constants occurring in P, and L the cardinality of 6. Let l be the number of distinct 
relations of P, and I1 be the maximal arity of the relations in P. 4 Given an array V 
of distinct variables {V1,..., Vm~ }, we assume that all variables occurring in the head 
of a rule in P are renamed using variables from this set. 
P' is a choice program obtained from P according to the following steps: 
1. Add the following facts: 
LEVEL(min) .  
UNIV(al , . . . , at~ +1 ). 
for aj E 6 , j  = 1, . . . ,  ll + 1, together with the rules of program ORD[UNIV] as 
in Definition 5.1. Here, min is an array (of arity Ii + 1) of new constants. 
2. Add the following program defining the complement of a relation P with respect 
to another elation U. Such program extends that of Definition 5.1 to deal with 
4 Notice that L I~ +1 is an upper bound for the number of instances which are derivable from P, under the 
natural assumption that L >~ l. 
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the level of the fixpoint iteration. The notation NOT[P, U](x, n) is used in the fol- 
lowing to refer to the following program. 
NOT_P(X, N) +--- COMP_P(X, l, N). 
COMP_P(X, I, N) ~-- TAG_P(X, I, N), choice( X, g),  (I)). 
TAG_P(nil, O, N) +--- LEVEL(N). 
TAG_P(X, O, N) +- P(X), LEVEL(N). 
TAG_P(X, I, N) +- U(X), COMP_P(_, O, N). 
where nil is a new constant. 
For each rule Ri of P: 
Ao(Xo), . . . ,Am(Xm) '-- PI (Y,),.-. ,Pk( Yk ), ~QI(Z,),...,-~Oh(Zh). 
with h, k, m >~ 0, add the following m rules: 
NEW(U,N, i) ~-- P~(Y~),... ,Pk(Yk), 
NOT IQ1, UNIV_Q1] (Zl, N),.. . ,  
NOT [ Qh , UNIV_Qh ]( Zh, N ) , 




NOT [O,, UNIV-Q1] (Zl, N) , . . . ,  
NOT [Qh, UNIV-Qh] (Zh, N), 
NOT[Am, UNIV.-Am] (Xm, X). 
Here, i is a constant identifying the rule Ri, and U is an array of arity l • Ii, 
which contains the variables in the head of the rule Ri; all the extra arguments 
of U are filled in with a new constant 0. Moreover, UNIV_Q, for any relation Q 
of P, is defined by the set of facts UNIV_Q(al,...,ap) for ai E 6 (1 ~i~p),  
where p is the arity of Q. 
4. Add the two rules: 
INSTANCE(V, N, I) +- NEW(U, N, I), choice( S), ( U, I)). 
LEVEL(N, ) *-- INSTANCE(_, N, _), SUCC(N, NI ). 
where I is a variable denoting a generic rule from P. 
5. Replace rule Ri with the following m rules: 
Ao (Xo ) +--- INSTANCE(V, N, i). 
A,,(X,,) *-- INSTANCE(V,N,i). 
Before analyzing the transformation of Definition 5.1, let us recall the behaviour 
of the non-deterministic semantics: at each fixpoint iteration a new instance is com- 
puted by choosing a unique rule chosen from the applicable ones. The relation 
NEW(_, _, i) collects the new instances which can be derived at the ith stage of the 
computation using the rule Ri. In fact, the relation NOT[A~, UNIV_A]] used in the 
body of the rules for NEW ensures that instances for the relation Aj occurring in 
the head have not been computed yet (Definition 5.1(3)). The relation INSTANCE 
collects the selected instance of the selected rule (Definition 5.1(4)). From an IN- 
STANCE fact it is possible to infer the instances of the relations in the head of 
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the selected rule (Definition 5.1(5)), and the next stage of the computation (LEVEL, 
Definition 5.1(4)), which will fire the rules for the NOT_Q relations. This yields the 
set of negative facts for the next stage of the computation (Definition 5.1 (2)). At this 
stage, a new value for LEVEL is inferred, which will fire the rules of the relations 
NOT_Q. Initially, the fact LEVEL(rain) (Definition 5.1 (1)) triggers the first computa- 
tion of the relations NOT_Q. Finally, observe that the definition of the relation 
UNIV (Definition 5.1 (1)) ensures that its cardinality is an upper bound for the length 
of any N_Datalog~ computation of P. 
Example 5.1. We illustrate the transformation of Definition 5.1 on a simple 
N_Datalog-~ program: 
RI: P(X), Q(Y) +- -~R(a),S(X), T(Y). 
e2: S(X) +- T(X). 
R3: T(b). 
The following are the relevant rules of the corresponding choice program: 
LEVEL(min). 
NEW(X, Y, N, 1) 
NEW(X, Y,N, 1) 
NEW(X,O,N, 2) 
NEW(O, O, N, 3) 






~- NOr[R, UNIV_R] (a, N), S(X), T(Y), 
NOT[P, UNIV_P] (X, N) 
+- NOT[R, UNIV 3~] (a, N), S(X), T( Y), 
NOT[Q, UNIV_Q]( Y, N) 
~- T(X), NOT[S, UNIV,] (X, N) 
*- NOT[T, UNIV_T] (a, N) 
+- NEW(X, Y, N, I), choiee((N), (X, Y, I)). 
+- INSTANCE(X, Y,N, 1). 
+- INSTANCE(X, Y, N, 1). 
+- INSTANCE(X, Y, N, 2). 
+- INSTANCE(X, Y, N, 3). 
+- INSTANCE(_, _, N, _)SUCC(N, Nj ). 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof that the transformed choice pro- 
gram correctly simulates the original N_Datalog-~ program. The proof is based on 
a bisimulation relation between the two programs: a correspondence is established 
between a step of the computation of the N_Datalog~ program P and a step of 
the dynamic hoice fixpoint computation of the transformed program P'. The key 
concept is the notion of counterpart: intuitively, an interpretation of M of P' is a 
counterpart of an interpretation I of P if M contains the facts needed to describe 
the computation of P which yields I, in terms of the auxiliary relations LEVEL, 
INSTANCE, etc., introduced in Definition 5.1. Essentially, the proof shows that the 
property of being a counterpart is preserved uring the computation of either pro- 
grams. 
Remark 5.1. Consider a choice program P' obtained with the transformation of
Definition 5.1. As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, in any choice model of P' the 
extension of relation SUCC is isomorphic to an initial fragment of the natural 
numbers. Therefore, to simplify the notation, we are allowed to adopt numbers to 
denote the elements of the relations UNIV and LEVEL. Accordingly, if SUCC(a, b) 
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holds and a is denoted by n, we denote b by n + 1. This convention greatly simplifies 
the treatment of level indicators. 
Definition 5.2. Let P be a N_Datalog-~ program, and U the choice program obtained 
from P with the transformation of Definition 5.1. Let I0, . . . ,  In be a computation of 
P, and M an interpretation for U. M is a counterpart of In if: 
M ~ Q(x) iff iT, ~ Q(x) (5.1) 
for any relation Q of P. 
M ~ NOT_Q(x, k) iff Ik [~ Q(x) (0 <. k <~ n) (5.2) 
for any relation Q of P. 
M ~ LEmL(k) (0 ~< k <~ n) (5.3) 
M ~ NEW(v, k, i) (0 <~ k <~ n) (5.4) 
iff there exists an instance r of rule Ri, r :  Ao,. . . ,Am*--L~,. . . ,Lh such that 
Ik ~ L j , . . .  ,Lh and Ik [~ Al , . . .  ,Am, and the variables in the head of Ri are instantiat- 
ed according to v 
M ~INSTANCE(v,k,i) (O<~k<.n - 1) (5.5) 
iff Ik+~ is an immediate successor of Ik using an instance of rule R~ such that the vari- 
ables in the head of R~ are instantiated according to v. 
Proposition 5.1. Let P be a NA)atalog~ program and U the choice program obtained 
from P with the transformation of Definition 5.1. Let Io, . . . ,  In be an computation of P, 
and M an interpretation for U such that M is a counterpart of I,. Then: 
1. if J is an immediate successor of I,, then there exists a counterpart N of J such that 
N < '¥p, T 3(m); 
2. / fN E ~Pp, Y 3(M), then there exists an immediate successor J of l, such that N is a 
counterpart of J. 
ProoL The proof of statement 1 proceeds by case analysis. 
Case 1.1 (J = In): In this case, no rule of P is applicable in I,, i.e., for any instance 
A0,... ,Am +- LI , . . .  ,Lh 
of a rule from P, either I, [~ L l , . . .  ,Lh or I, ~ A1,.. .  ,Am. Therefore, by Definition 
5.2 (4), M ~ NEW(z, n, i) for any z, i. By Definition 5.1, no new INSTANCE, LEVEL 
and NOT_Q facts can be derived from P', and hence if N c Up, T 3(M), then N co- 
incides with M on all relations, possibly except SUCC. As a conclusion, N is a coun- 
terpart of J -- In, which implies the thesis. 
Case 1.2 (J D In): In this case, J is an immediate successor o f / ,  via some instance 
Ao(xo), . . . ,Am(xm) *-- P1 (Y, ), . . . , Pk(Yk), ~Qt (z, ), . . . , -'Qh(zh) 
of a rule Ri from P. By the definition of successor we have: 
i .  P , (y , )  A . . -  A 
v . . .  vQ, (z , ) ,  
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I, ~ Ao(xo) A,.. AA~(x~). 
This, together with the fact that M is a counterpart of In, implies: 
M ~ P, (yl ) A . . . A Pk (y~ ), 
M ~ NOT_QI(Z,, n) A . . .  A WOT-Qh(Zh, n), 
M ~ NOT-Ao(xo, n) V . . .  V NOT-4m(Xm, n). 
By Definition 5.1(3) we get: 
M ~ NEW(u, n, i). 
By Definition 5.1 and Definition 5.1(4), there exists N1 E Tp,(M) such that: 
N1 ~ INSTANCE(v, n, i) (5.6) 
corresponding to the choice represented by chosen(n, v, i). The FD constraint guar- 
antees that Nl ~ INSTANCE(v', n, i') for any v' ¢ v or i' ¢ i. 
By Eq. (5.6) and Definition 5.1(4), we get: 
171 ~ LEVEL(n + 1). (5.7) 
By Eq. (5.6) and Definition 5.1(5) we get: 
i l  ~ Ao(xo) A . . .  AA,,(Xm) 
which implies 
N1 ~ Q(x) iff J ~ Q(x) (5.8) 
for any relation Q of P, since J = I, 0 {A0(x0),... ,A,,(xm)}. 
By Proposition 3.1 and Definition 5.1(2), there exists N E Te, Y 2(N1) such that: 
N ~ NOT_Q(x, n + 1) iff Ni ~: Q(x) 
which implies, by Eq. (5.8): 
N ~ NOT_Q(x,n + 1) iff J ~ Q(x). (5.9) 
By Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) and Definition 5.1(3) we obtain: 
N ~ NEW(v,n + 1,i) (5.10) 
for any instance of a rule Ri from P which is applicable in J. 
As a conclusion, we obtain from Eqs. (5.6)-(5.10) that N is a counterpart of J. 
The proof of statement 2 is analogous to that of statement 1, and therefore omit- 
ted. [] 
We are now in the position of proving that the transformation of Definition 5.1 
correctly simulates the non-deterministic semantics of N_Datalog-~. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a N Datalog~ program, and P' the choice program obtained 
from P with the transformation of Definition 5.1. Then: 
• for any model I of  P there is a choice model M of U such that M is a counterpart 
of I; 
• for any choice model M of P' there is a model I of P such that M is a counterpart 
ofi. 
Proof. We prove the following two assertions, which clearly imply the thesis: 
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1. for any computation I0 = 0,. . . ,  I~ of P there exists M E Wp, T (3n + 2) such that 
M is a counterpart of I,; 
2. for any M E Wp, T (3n + 2) there exists a computation I0 -- 0,... ,I~ of P such that 
M is a counterpart of I~. 
The proof of assertion 1 is by induction on the length of the computation. 
Base case. With n = 0, I, = 0, and, by Definition 5.1(1) and (2) and Proposition 
3.1, any interpretation M in WP' T 2 is such that M ~ NOT_Q(x, 0) for any atom Q(x). 
This also implies that M ~ NEW(v, 0, i) for all rules Ri of P which are facts. There- 
fore, M is a counterpart of I0. 
Induction case. It is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.1(1). 
The proof of assertion 2 is analogous to that of assertion 1, and therefore omitted. 
[] 
6. Datalog with dynamic choice computes NDB_PTIME 
We are now in the position of summing up the results of the previous ections in 
the main result of this paper. It is stated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. A query & in NDB_PTIME iff it is expressed in Datalog with dynamic 
choice. 
Proof. The only/fpart follows from the following facts: 
• Datalog with dynamic hoice emulates N_Datalog-~ (Theorem 5.1), 
• Datalog with dynamic hoice expresses ordering (Proposition 4.1), and 
• N_Datalog-~ over ordered domains expresses NDB-PTIME (Theorem 2.2). 
The if part follows from the observation that Datalog with dynamic hoice is an in- 
flationary language, as operated choices are never retracted. [] 
Theorem 6.1 defines precisely the expressive power of Datalog augmented with 
the dynamic hoice construct. As a consequence, we obtain that such a language m- 
bodies a simple, declarative and efficiently implementable characterization f NDB- 
PTIME. The previous results, discussed in Section 2, adopted acombination of three 
mechanisms, namely fixpoint, non-determinism and negation, in order to compute 
all (and only) the time-polynomial queries. Theorem 6.1 improves on these results, 
in that it implies that a suitable combination of only two mechanisms, fixpoint 
and non-determinism, is enough to the purpose of computing NDB-PTIME. 
From a more pragmatical viewpoint, these results indicate that dynamic hoice is 
a flexible mechanism for explicitly handling the control in the fixpoint computation. 
A natural parallel here is with the cut control mechanism of Prolog, which is however 
much more difficult to be explained in declarative t rms [27]. Also, it is natural to ask 
ourselves whether the dynamic hoice provides us with the basis for constructing bot- 
tom-up meta-interpreters, capable of turning logic database programs into efficient 
systems by exploiting a customized computation strategy. Another open problem 
is whether it is realistic to implement negation and ordering by choice in a real lan- 
guage. 
Finally, we mention another direction for future work. Abiteboul and Vianu 
showed that certain non deterministic languages augmented with the extra possibility 
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of performing updates are capable of expressing NDB-PSPACE, i.e., the non-deter- 
ministic space-polynomial queries [6]. We conjecture that a similar esult holds when 
augmenting Datalog with dynamic hoice and an update construct, such as that of 
LDL. 
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